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Abstract

Transistors have been significantly downsized over the past decades, reaching

channel dimensions of around 100 nm. Thus, individual dopant atoms play a key

role in the electrical characteristics of nanoscale field-effect transistors (FETs). In

fact, it was revealed that a single isolated dopant works as a quantum dot (QD) at

low temperatures and can mediate single-electron/single-hole tunneling. Even for

nanoscale-channel FETs containing a large number of donors, single-electron

tunneling is still mediated by one or only a few donors.

This unique behavior can be a frame model of a new type of electronic devices,

such as a dopant-based memory device. Researches in this field have also been

placing more emphasis on memory effects. Looking back in the history research on

single-electron device physics became very active in the 1990's. Since then, several

memory operation modes have been proposed. However, to apply these devices in

commercial electronics, some points must be addressed, such as low power

consumption, small size (below 10 nm, which is required for room temperature

Coulomb blockade operation).

As a first step towards dopant-based memory operation, in this study we focus

on single-electron transfer between two donors in thin Si channel. When the donor

is close to an insulator interface, which is the situation of thin-channel transistors,

increasing gate voltage enhances the electric field in the channel and makes the
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donor potential expand towards the interface. One electron can be thus confined

inside the donor-interface QD, with the degree of hybridization dependent on the

electric field and donor-interface distance. Under these conditions, the lateral

confinement at the interface smoothly increases with increasing electric field. This

suggests a gradual enhancement of the donor-gate capacitive coupling via the

interface area. By considering this effect, we introduce a concept of voltage-

dependent donor-gate capacitance in charactenzing single-electron transport

through donors in thin-channel transistors. We suggest that such capacitance

variability can trigger electron exchange between neighboring donors, naturally

located at different depths below interface. Single-electron tunneling current via

one donor is used to monitor electron exchange with another nearby donor. Current

jumps were observed as signafures of electron transfer.

We found that single electron transfer in a double-donor system is basically

governed by the free energy of the system, but the kinetic effect of the tunnel

resistances is responsible for the hysteresis. Thus, in a two-donor system, we

demonstrated that memory effect can be obtained when considetittg variable donor-

gate capacitances and kinetic effects.

In terms of stable memory operation, however, it is desirable to have a

hysteresis controlled only by the system energy. For this purpose, we considered

parallel asymmetric triple-donor systems. We found that hysteresis occurs by
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trapping and detrapping in this system at different gate voltages due to the energy

asyfirmetry in terms of electron transfer between the two end donors.

In summary we demonstrated single-electron transfer in double- and triple-

donor systems. In case of double-donor systems, we found that hysteresis is

generated by a kinetic delay of electron transfer. It should be noted that, for

variable donor-g ate capacitance, only one electron can be involved in the transfer

process. In contrast, for fixed donor-g ate capacitance, double-electron occupancy

triggers an electron to transfer to the next donor. For triple-donor systems, we

found that hysteresis is controlled only by the free energy of the system, which can

be promising for developing applications to memory devices.
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Fig.l. I For an island of total capacitance C with N electrons, with p11 the chemical potential of
the highest filled electron state, FN*r the chemical potential of the first available empty state
for an electron, and p1 and pn the chemical potentials of the left and right electrodes,
respectively, it may be^shown that the energy to add an electron to the island is pN*r-F : e'lC.
Therefore, provided e'lC >> keT (i.e., C is small) and the tunneling resistanco, Rr D Rr:
25.8k (i.e., the electron wave function may be localized on the island), for a voltage V
applied across the electrodes, no electrons may flow if p**t > [r1 and p, - the state known as

Coulomb blockade (a). If alarger bias is applied across the electrodes, such that p1 ) prq*r >
p", then empty states may be populated in the island and single electrons may tunnel through
the island (b). A gate may be used to change the Fermi level of the island and therefore
switch the single elechon current on or off. 6

Fig.l . 2 An energy - delay diagram for single electronics. Room temperature operation can only
be achieved to the right of the line labeled "room temperature". The lower left-hand corner
of the diagram is inaccessible due to quantum fluctuations and the lower right-hand corner of
the diagram is inaccessible due to dissipation. The dissipation limit is represented by three
lines, each corresponding to a different device density, n. The current trends in CMOS and
single electronics are indicated in the diagram [11]. 8

Fig.l.3 (a) Schematic LT-KFM measurement setup and SOI-FET structure.(b)-(d) Surface
potential maps (120x120 nmz) for V6: -4Y and different values of Vsn (0,1, and 5 mV).
Dark spots can be ascribed to ionized phosphorus dopants. (e) Line profiles (as marked on
the maps) indicate localized potential jumps under current flow, evidence of single-electron
filling in dopants.

Fig.l. 4 (a)-(b) Isn-Vrc characteristics measured for small Vso and low temperatures (full
characteristics and first current peak as inset). (c), (d) Charge stability diagrams (contour
plots oflsp in the space defined by V"c ard Vsn) for two values of Vs6:0 and, respectively, -

5 V. Cunent is practically zero in the marked areas. An ac Vpcwas applied across the overlap
of the two domains. (e) Isn-Vsn characteristics measured under ac Vpc. An exf plateau can be
observed for Ve6: -5 V.

13

16

Fig.l. 5 Top: First peak of Isn-Vn5 characteristics measured in dark and under continuous light
illumination (),:525 nm). Noisy features under light are indicated. Bottom: ftp-time
measurement for Vnc:16.25 Y for increasing incident photon flux (from bottom to top). RTS
with mainly two levels appears, with frequency increasing with incident photon flux. l8
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Frg. 2. I Basic operating principle of nonvolatile semiconductor memory: the storage of charges

in the gate insulator of a MOSFET. 23
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Fig.3. 5 Surface potential map of the channel area obtained by KFM at
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Fig.3. 7 (a) Many ionized phosphorous donor located in Si channel. (b) Potential profile for many
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causes voltage shift. (b) Schematic view of single elecfron transfer between two donots DI
and D2. (c) Event table shows electon transfer from donor Dl to D2 ncase of event I and
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1.L.1 CMOS Technology

The rapid growth of the semiconductor industry in the past 40 years has largely

been a result of the ever-decreasing size of CMOS (complementary metal-oxide

semiconductor) switching elements, which form the underlying logic circuits in

practically every modern digital system. As the size of CMOS switches and of the

field-effect transistors from which they are made is reduced, integrated circuits

constructed from these devices improve in speed, device density, and cost per

function. The result is an intense industrial drive toward miniatunzatron, &s

predicted by Moore t1]. The International Roadmap for semiconductors predicts

that CMOS transistors with gate lengths of 7 nm will be mass-produced by 2018

lZ]. Devices with channel lengths of 45 nm are already in production, and

individual research devices with channel lengths of 4 nm have been demonstrated

t3]. CMOS devices will continue to shrink over the next two decades, but as they

approach the scale of the silicon lattice, the precise atomic configuration of their

structure will become critically important to their macroscopic properties. Mead

and Keyes recognizedin the 1970s [4], [5] that below a critical size, devices can no

longer be described, designed, modeled, or understood as continuous



semiconductors with smooth boundaries and interfaces.

At nanometer scale dimensions, the number and position of the dopant atoms,

introduced to alter the electrical properties of regions of a field effect transistor,

will vary between devices and, as a result, each transistor will be microscopically

different. The variation in dopant positions between devices leads to measurable

differences in macroscopic parameters, such as drive current, threshold voltage, and

leakage. Further size reduction reduces the number of dopants, exacerbating the

variations and hence the differences in device performance. Furthermore, with

decreasing device size, the interface roughness of typical gate oxides (one or two

atomic layers) becomes comparable to the gate thickness itself. Thus, each device

will have a unique gate thickness and a unique pattern of interface roughness. The

use of high-permittivity (high-k) gate insulators as a replacement for present gate

oxides will allow thicker gates, which may ease this source of variation for one or

two technology generations (3 to 6 years). However, atomic-scale variation in the

positions of impurity atoms, local variations in the silicon/silicon dioxide interface

above the channel, and local variations of the thickness of the silicon dioxide

introduce, between each transistor and its neighbor, fluctuations in device

electrostatics, electron transporl, and gate leakage, respectively. The granularity of

the photo-resist used to pattern the gate will introduce further local variations in the

shape of the gate itself. With existing technology, it is impractical to image the
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detailed atomic structure of individual nanometer-scale CMOS transistors and to

link their structure to the coffesponding device characteristics.

Over the past decade, researchers aiming for an understanding of intrinsic

parameter fluctuations in nanometer-scale CMOS transistors have therefore

resorted to numerical simulation, using increasingly detailed mathematical models.

Wong and Taur were the first to report a fulI 3D simulation of field-effect

transistors under the influence of random discrete doping [6]. They used a drift-

diffirsion sirnulator, which models electron transport as incompressible fluid flow,

considering the area under the gate as a checkerboard of smaller, interconnected

devices, each with a different density of dopant atoms. The results showed the two

classic fingerprints of randomly distributed, discrete dopants: a spread in the device

threshold voltages, and a lowering of the mean threshold voltage relative to that of

a continuously doped system (the formation of percolation paths will always allow

current to flow at a lower gate potential than for an idealized device). Yet in the

past few years, the same device scaling that proves so problematic to simulate has

led to radical improvements in computational power. Combined with modern,

highly parallel simulation codes, this means that statistical simulations that ran for

weeks in the late 1990s can now be completed in a weekend. Present simulation

tools are still mainly drift diffirsionibased and now include random distributions of

dopants in the channel, source, drain, and gate of a field effect transistor. In
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addition, variations in gate thickness and atomic-scale roughness in the pattern of

the gate edges are accounted for, and the quantum nature of channel electrons is

modeled through a density gradient adjustment to the device's potential profiles.

There is even a move to replace the drift-diffusion core of modern cofirmercial and

research device simulation codes with the computationally more expensive Monte

Carlo approach to correctly account for electron transport at the high lateral fields

present in modern devices in the on-state l7l. However, threshold voltage variations

and the sub-threshold operation of devices (which govern device leakage) remain

the most important parameters for a circuit designer, and these can be adequately

modeled with drift diffirsion simulators. Now that rapid, robust, and accurate

simulation tools have been developed, a wealth of applications presents themselves

in the fields of electronic devices, circuits, and systems. For instance, such

simulations may help to develop devices that are resistant to fluctuation effects.

Double-gate transistors (in which a lO-nm silicon channel is gated above and

below) require no channel doping and are therefore immune to dopant fluctuation

effects, but are subject to body thickness variations due to local roughness above

and below the channel. The new simulation tools are being used to predict when

industry should move to double-gate transistors, and when double- gate transistors

themselves will become unviable. In addition, methodologies have been developed

to make use of the extracted data on fluctuations as an input to industrial circuit
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design tools [8]. For the first time, circuit designers can quantitatively analyze how

atomic-scale variations in field-effect transistors will affect the yield and

functionality of commercial digital logic and memory circuits.

1.1.2 Single'electron tunneling device

Single-electron tunneling devices (SETs) may be produced in a number of

different ways, the most cofitmon being metallic islands or semiconducting

quantum dots. The basic operation (Figure 1.1) requires an island of electrons with

a eapacitance C which is small enough so that the charging energy for the island

(eztC) is much larger than the thermal fluctuations in the system (keT). Electrons

may only flow through the circuit by tunneling onto the first unoccupied energy

level, Frhr*r. Therefore, electrons will only flow one by one if the bias voltage, V, is

increased such that Fr > Fru+r

potential of the island to produce the same tunneling conditions.

Numerous memory circuits based on SETs have been suggested and some of

them have been demonstrated at helium liquid temperature and at 40 K [9]; these

are aimed at low power consumption, rather than high-speed applications. The first

uses binary decision diagrams to produce an AND gate, while the second uses

oscillatory characteristics of a multiple gate SET transistor to produce a XOR gate"
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(a) Coulomb Blockade (b) Single Electron Tunneling

Fig.l. 1 For an island of total capacitance C with N electrons, with pp the chemical potential of
the highest filled electron state, FN+r the chemical potential of the first available empty state for
an electron, and p1 and p,. the chemical potentials of the left and right electrodes, respectively, it
may be shown that the energy to add an electron to the island is pN*r-lt : e"lC. Therefore,
provided e'lC >> ksT (i.e., C is small) and the tunneling resistance, Rr )> Rr : 25.8k (i.e., the
electron wave function may be localized on the island), for a voltage V applied across the
electrodes, no electrons may flow if lr**t > [r1 and p, - the state known as Coulomb blockade (a).

If a larger bias is applied across the electrodes, such that p1 ) FN*r ) llr, then empty states may be
populated in the island and single electrons may tunnel through the island (b). A gate may be used
to change the Fermi level of the island and therefore switch the single electron current on or off.

SET devices are at present believed to be useful predominantly for memory

electrometer and metrology applications. To make a SET device operational at

room temperature, it is estimated that the charging energy of the island 1e2tC1

should exceed the thermal energy keT by at least a factor of 10. This suggests that

the island of the SET device must be of the order of l0 nm. For reliable circuit

operation, however, e2lC should exceed the thermal energy keT by a much larger

factor and hence the feature sizes must be smaller than l0 nm. Simulations of

complete SET circuits using a conventional type of architecture and incorporating
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perturbation by background charge fluctuations suggest that it will be necessary to

go to dimensions of the order of 2 nm, and that liquid nitrogen cooling may be

necessary. The feature dimension will therefore depend on the control of the

background charge fluctuations. Recent calculations suggest that quantum dot array

structures (such as multiple tunnel junctions) are less susceptible to disorder and

background charge effects t10]. The energy needed to read or write a bit and the

frequency of the circuits are limited by the uncertainty principle, AE'AI > h. To

prevent bit errors, the circuit cannot operate too close to the minimum uncertainty

product.

There are three important limits, which determine the ultimate performance of

such systems, in particular the thermal limit, the quantum limit, and the power

dissipation limit (Figure I.2). The energy necessary to write a bit determines the

thermal limit. This energy must be bigger than the average energy of the thermal

fluctuations, keT, otherwise bit effors will occur.
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diagram is inaccessible due to dissipation. The dissipation limit is represented by three lines, each
corresponding to a different device density, n. The current trends in CMOS and single electronics
are indicated in the diagra:n [ 1 1].

For the present SET circuits, this energy is 10-22 J (10-3 eV), which coffesponds

to a temperature of 10 K. The trend in SET circuits is to increase this energy and

thereby to increase the operating temperature of the circuits. The optimum value for

the energyto write abit forroom temperature operation is about4 x 10-re J (2 eV),

which is a factor of 100 greater than keT. In principle, the speed of SETs is limited

by the RC time constant that, for capacitances of 1 aF, corresponds to a switching

speed of 0.1 ps.To take advantage of these speeds, however, the logic architecture

would have to be local, so that the SETs would not have to drive a high capacitance

line across the chip. Logic circuits that would possibly be based on local

architectures, such as binary decision diagram (BDD) logic or cellular automata,
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are theoretically and experimentally under investigation. In practice, when a SET

device has to drive an external load, such as a word or bit line in a memory cell,

there are RC delays that limit the operating frequency and it is likely that even

using graded tunnel barriers in a poly-silicon type device, only sub-ns access times

may be achieved. Due to the high impedance required for Coulomb blockade, SET

devices are easier to implement into memory structures, than logic circuits U2].

|.2.Lobservation of dopant potential in Silicon by LT-KFM

In nanoscale FETs, it is crucial to monitor the discrete dopant distribution. We

developed for that purpose a technique of a low-temperature Kelvin probe force

microscope (LI-KFM) that allows us to monitor the electronic potential profiles at

the surface of doped-nanoscale-channel FETs [13], [14]. In the conventional KFM

technique [15], a conducting cantilever is scanned over the sample surface at

constant height. At each measurement point, the electrostatic force that builds up

between the cantilever and the sample is nullified by a dc voltage that corresponds

to the actual time-averaged surface electronic potential. KFM can thus sense

electrostatic force through thermally-grown SiOz layer due to charges not only at

the channel surface. but also a few nanometers below the interface. Such depth
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sensitivity of KFM is a strong advantage over other dopant mapping techniques,

since one can monitor changes in potential profiles almost simultaneously while the

device is working. In fact, in our previous works [13],Ll4l, we have already shown

that, in conventionally-doped silicon FETs (No :1*1018 .--u), individual ionized

dopants can be identified.

We show that LT-KFM is a powerful tool for observing individual dopants, and

also it allows detection of single-electron filling in dopant potentials. We fabricated

SOI-FETs with P-doped top Si layer covered by a thin (-2 nm) thermally-grown

SiO2 film. Top Si was patterned into a small constriction channel coupled to wider

pads of Si for source and drain. Side gates and a back gate can be used to control

the channel potential. Device structure and setup are shown in Figure 1.3 (a). In

order to observe the dopant-induced potential landscape, it is necessary to deplete

the channel of free carriers that could screen the dopant potentials. For that, we

perform the measurements at low temperature (13.7 K), and, therefore, most

dopants (donors) are neutralized without thermal emission of electrons under low

electric fields. Howevet the substrate Si and two side gates were commonly biased

at V6 - -4 V which is large enough to deplete the donor electrons and to observe

the bare donor ions without screening by the carrier electrons. The KFM scanning

areais 120x120 nmt centered on the constriction channel, practically coveringS0%

of the channel width. Figure 1.3 (b) shows the elecffonic potential map measured at



source-drain bias Vsr - 0 mV. The contrast is defined so that higher electronic

potential (larger negatively charged) areas coffespond to brighter conffast. The non-

uniform potential is due to the presence of ionized P impurities [16]. We counted a

number of 90-120 fine potential fluctuations (dark spots) with radii of 2-4 nm and

depths of 10-30 mV in the measured KFM images. This value is in good agreement

with the estimated number of dopants located within about 5 nm from the surface

in the scanning area.

The spatial extension of the dark spots is comparable to the Bohr radius for P in

Si of 2.3-3 nm ll7} [18], [19], suggesting that they may originate from single

dopant atoms. The potential depth is less than 46 meV which is the first binding

energy of a P dopant in bulk Si t20]. However, since KFM monitors the potential at

the surface of the channel, the obsenred values of 10-30 mV may coffespond to

ionized dopants located few nanometers below the surface. For the results shown in

Figure 1.3 (b), channel is depleted of free carriers by a negatively-large gate

voltage (Vc: -4 V) and also source-drain bias is zero (Vso - 0 mV). In this system,

we then apply small source-drainbiases (Vsp - I mV (Figure 1.3 (c)) andVsp:5

mV (Figure 1.3 (d))? corresponding to continuous flow of electrons at source-drain

currents fsn: I nA and Isp: 10 nA, respectively.

The potential maps change as a result of electron trapping and electron flowing

through dopants. From these measurements, we cannot clearly identiff the acfual
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conduction path. However, in order to distinguish single-electron trapping events,

we focus on the encircled region that contains the lowest potential observed in the

channel at Vsp - 0 mV. It is most likely that electrons will occupy this low-potential

region. Line profiles taken in this area are shown in Figure 1.3 (e). In order to

remove the effect of background potential changes, we added 5 mV and 10 mV to

the line profiles for Ysp - 1 mV and Vsn - 5 mV respectively. The displacement is

possibly due the long range effect of charging in the vicinity of the region of

interest. This way, the line profiles were aligned and we observed that the potential

minimum is increased by 22 mY for Vsp- 1 mV and by 21 mV for Ysp - 5 mV.

Considering the localization of these potential increments and their values, we

ascribe each of these obseruations to single-electron trapping events (event #I and

event #2 in Figure 1 .3 (e)) in two different neighboring dopants located at about 5

nm distance from each other. These results suggest that even in many-dopant

systems, single-electron/single-dopant interactions can be distinguished l2Il.

Further understanding of single-electron charging in highly-doped nanoscale FETs

can be achieved by studying the electronic potential maps under the application of

varying electric fields.
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position (nm)

Fig.l. 3 (a) Schematic I-;I-KFM measurement setup and SOI-FET structure. (b)-(d) Surface

potential maps (120x120 nm2) for Vc: -4Y and different values of Zsp (0, 1, and 5 mV). Dark

spots can be ascribed to ionized phosphorus dopants. (e) Line profiles (as marked on the maps)

indicate localized potential jumps under curent flow, evidence of single-electron filling in
dopants.

1.2.2 Single-electron turnstile using dopants

A single-electron turnstile is a device able to shift exactly one electron between

two electrodes during each cycle of an ac gate voltage. In the original design,

single-electron turnstile consists of a chain of three metallic QDs with a single ac

gate coupled to the central one 1221. The device operation is based on single-

electron tunneling according to the Coulomb blockade orthodox theory 1231. From

a practical viewpoint, silicon devices are preferable for single-electron ffansfer. It

has been demonstrated that single-dot single-electron transistors (SETs) can opetate

(C)
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as single-electron transfer devices 1241. However, for that purpose, two phase-

correlated ac gates were used to control the conductance of the two tunnel barriers

connecting the dot to the leads. More recently, we have demonstrated that single-

electron turnstile can be achieved in doped silicon nanowire SETs made in silicon-

on-insulator (SOI) substrates using only one ac gate 1251,1261.

Under ac operation, in some devices individual electrons were transferred one

at a time between leads through the irregular potential landscape created by discrete

dopants. In these devices, QDs are formed by individual dopants or clusters of

dopants, not by lithography. For single-electron turnstile operation, it is necessary

to use devices that work as a 3-QD array 1221. We found such devices based on the

sub-structure of the first peak (Figure I.4 (a-b)) and we measured the charge

stability diagrams (Coulomb diamonds) close to the onset of the conduction. In

Figure l.a (c)-(d), the left-most Coulomb domains are shown with guides for the

eyes that indicate the estimated boundaries of these domains. These domains are

most important for single-electron turnstile operation because of their large

extension in Vsn. For these two regions it can be also noticed that the domain

extension and the overlap is modified by Vnc, The second observable domain

becomes larger and creates a better overlap with the first domain for Vnc : -5 V

compared with Vac:0 V. At the same time, wide ranges of Vp6 are available inside

the stable domains on the left and right sides of the overlap, which allows us to set
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the low and high levels of the ac Vp6 pulse with sufficient certainty.

In order to evaluate the turnstile operation, we measure d Iso-Vsp characteristics

by applying an ac Voc (f :I MHz, peak-to-peak amplitude of 50 mV) across the

overlap region. Plateau * Ira- exf (with e the elementary charge andf the operation

frequency) should be observed as an indication of a single-electron pet Vp6 cycle

being shifted from source to drain. As shown in Figure I.4 (e), only the curve

measured for Vnc:-S V shows the expected plateau with a current level very close

to e*f, extending for about 40 mV in Vso. Current in the plateau region is

proportional to operation frequency (Is, x e*J), confirming the single-electron

turnstile operation. These results prove the capability of conventionally-doped

nanowire SOI-FETs to be utilized as tunable single-electron turnstile devices

working with discrete dopants.
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Fig.l. 4 (a)-(b) Isn-Vpc characteristics measured for small Vso and low temperaflres (full
characteristics and first current peak as inset). (c), (d) Charge stability diagrams (contour plots of
Iso rn the space defined by Vrc and Vso) for two values of Vnc:0 and, respectively, -5 V. Current
is practically zero in the marked areas. An ac Vp6 was applied across the overlap of the two
domains. (e) Iso-Vso characteristics measured under ac Vp6. An e 1/plateau can be observed for
VaG: -5 V.

1,.2.3 Single-photon detection using dopants

Single photon detection has attracted an increasing interest in the frame of new

applications, such as quantum cry{ptography t271. So far, photomultiplier tubes and

Si avalanche photo-diodes are the most widely employed devices to detect single-

photon. More recently, quantum dots (QD$ have become attractive alternatives

yF.(mV)
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since they do not require avalanche multiplication processes to detect single photon.

QD single-photon detection has been first reported for GaAs/AlGaAs field-effect-

transistor (FET) containing a layer of InAs QDs. We have also demonsffated single-

photon detection using two-dimensional (2D) Si multi-dots FET [28], with the dots

created by nanoscale local oxidation of Si (nano-LOCOS) 1291. In our devices,

detection of single photon relies on the capture of single photo-excited carier by a

QD, leading to measurable fluctuations of the current in a percolation path with

tunnel-coupled QDs.

We recently showed that the principle of single-photon detection can be

extended to arrays of QDs naturally formed by ionized dopants in the channel of

nanoscale FETs, [30]. We investigated for that purpose SOI-FETs with the same

structure as the devices described in the previous sections, but without Al front gate

to allow direct illumination of the device channel. Back gate voltage (Vad is used

to control the channel potential. We studied as a first step the effect of visible

monochromatic light (450-750 nm) on the SET electrical characteristics. We

observed that continuous light illumination induces noisy pattern superposed on the

single-electron tunneling cuffent peaks in the Isr,-Vnc characteristics (Figure 1.5,

top). When measured as a function of time (Figure 1.5, bottom), lsD RTS with

mainly two levels appears, suggesting the detection of a single photon after photo-

excitation of an electron-hole pair and electron trapping in a dopant potential well.
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The number of RTS is proportional to the number of photons absorbed in the

channel, suggesting that the RTS is photon-induced. The above results are

encouraging for developing new devices based on the interaction between quanta of

charge, light and atomic entities in nanoscale.
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As we discussed above, continuous miniaturizatron of silicon field-effect

transistors is accompanied by a strong reduction of the number of dopants
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incorporated in the device channel. Random distribution of dopants in the device

channel has significant effects on the device characteristics. From a different

viewpoint, the technological advance associated with this trend opens the

possibilrty for a single dopant atom to become the active unit of future electronic

devices.

In this thesis, we propose a novel concept of memory effect, in which single-

electron memory nodes are dopant-induced QDs formed in the doped-channel of

nanoscale FETs. Single-electron tunneling current through one or a few dopants can

be utilized as a very sensitive detector of charging events in the nano-channel. This

concept can provide the grounds for developing a compact atomic memory for

fufure electrontcs.

To evaluate dopant-based memory effect, we proceeded through the following

steps:

1. We have studied single-electron transfer in phosphorous doped-channel SOI

FETs, with characteristics similar to those described in the previous section. We

measured the Isn-Vc characteristics at low temperatures (-15 K) by sweeping V6

around the first observable current peak, upwards (increasing V6) and, successively,

downwards (decreasing Vd.

2. Drain curent verses time (Isn-time) measurements have been carried out and
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dopant have been observed.

3. Finally, we used Monte-Carlo

experimental results. We introduced

Coulomb blockade simulation to prove our

a voltage-dependent donor-gate capacitance

features that can be considered as signatures of single-electron trap by a single

concept by which only a single electron can be trapped by a single dopant, resulting

in single-dopant memory device operation.



These studies are described in this thesis, which contains seven chapters.

Chapter I gives an introduction to fundamental research on dopant-based

electronic devices, together with an overview of our recent work towards memory

physics.

In Chapter 2, a review of the literature related to single-electron memory

devices is presented. Furthermore, a conceptual model of single-dopant memory

device will be explained. The device consists basically of two donors, where one

donor works as conduction paft, while the other works as single-electron trap. The

aims of the research are outlined.

In Chapter 3, silicon nanodevice fabrication process and device structure are

first discussed. Simulated potential profiles and electrical characteristics ate

explained. From the I-V characteristics we observed a fine hysteresis between

upward and downward sweeps, which is a signature of a single-electron trapping by

a single donor in the thin (10 nm) Si channel.

In Chapter 4,I introduce a theoretical treatment for investigating the electrical

properties of double-donor systems based on Coulomb blockade orthodox theory. I

reproduce a fine hysteresis which is good agreement with experiments. I introduce

a new concept of gate-voltage dependent donor-gate capacitances. I show that

０
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single-electron transfer between two donors is only possible if the gate capacitances

of the two donors cross over, by considering the behavior of donors nearinterfaces.

In Chapter 5, I investigate triple-donor systems. We also reproduce a fine

hysteresis by 3-dot system, which can be ascribed to energetically-controlled

transfer of one electron between donors.

Chapter 6 contains conclusions to research and provides suggestions for

appropriate directions for future research in the area.
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Chupter 2
fufemory Devices

This chapter presents the basic concepts and physics of operation of all the

nonvolatile semiconductor memory types. We will first present the basic principles

and history of nonvolatile memory (NVM) devices in Section2.l. A review of the

single-electron memory devices in use today is given in Section 2.2 and is

concluded by a rather general comparison of the different types of memory

concepts. Finally, Section 2.3 discusses a novel concept of single-dopant memory

device.

2.1 Clonventional memor)' devices

The basic operating principle of nonvolatile semiconductor memory devices is

storage of charges in the gate insulator of a MOSFET, as illustrated in Figure 2.I.

Fig. 2. L Basic operating principle of nonvolatile semiconductor memory: the storage of charges

in the gate insulator of a MOSFET.

If one can store charges in the insulator of a MOSFEI the threshold voltage of the
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transistor can be modified to switch between two distinct values, conventionally

denned as the 0 or erased state and the I or written (programmed) state, as

illustrated in Figure 2.2.From the basic theory of the MOS transistor, the threshold

voltage is given by

vrH - zrq+ems-S-9r-$0, ..1.i.
L1 L1 E1

er'rs : the work function difference between the gate and bulk material,

ep = the fermipotential of the semiconductor at the surface.

Qr = the fixed charge at the silicon or insulator interface.

Qp = the charge in the silicon depletion layer.

Qr : the charge stored in the gate insulator at a distance d1 from the gate.

€r = the dielectric constant of the insulator.

Cr : the capacitance of the insulator layer.

Thus, the threshold voltage shift, caused by the storage of the charge Qr is given by

AV'H = -To, ..1..2

The information content of the device is detected by applying a gate voltage Vread

with a value between the two possible threshold voltages. In one state, the transistor

is conducting current, while, in the other, the transistor is cut off. When the power

supply is intemrpted, the charge should, of course, remain stored in the gate
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insulator in order to provide a nonvolatile device. The storage of charges in the gate

insulator of a MOSFET can be reahzed in two ways, which has led to the

subdivision of nonvolatile semiconductor memory devices into two main classes.

wlthout charge

“Ve

FiS. 2.2Influence of charge in the gate dielectric on the threshold of a p-channel transistor.

The first class of devices is based on the storage of charge on a conducting or

semiconducting layer that is completely sulrounded by a dielectric, usually thermal

oxide, as shown on Figure2.3 (a). Since this layer acts as a completely electrically

isolated gate, this type of device is commonly referred to as a floating gate device

1321. In the second class of devices, the charge is stored in discrete trapping centers

of an appropriate dielectric layer. These devices are, therefore, usually referred to

as charge-trapping devices. The most successful device in this category is the

MNOS device (metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor) structure 1321, in which the

insulator consists of a silicon nitride layer on top of a very thin silicon oxide layer,

with Charge
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as shown in figure 2.3 (b). Other possibilities, such as AlzO: (MAOS) and Ta2O5

(MTOS) [33], 1341, have never been successfully exploited.

fl oati ng
gEt€

5i 02

Fig. 2. 3 Two classes of nonvolatile semiconductormemory devices: (a) floating gate devices; (b)
charge-ffapping devices (MNOS device).

2.2.1 Recent developments

Nano-flash devices are basically three terminal devices where a floating gate is

charged and the charge produces a large change in the threshold voltage of the

transistor channel. The design allows an intermediate operation between DRAM

and Coulomb blockade, potentially allowing higher density than DRAM at lower

power and higher operating temperatures. In addition, nonvolatile DRAM-like

memories based on the Coulomb blockade effect are intensively investigated. Both

Hitachi's PLED [35], and Likharev's NOVORAM are prominent examples [36],

1371. The key issue is the creation of extremely flexible tunnel barriers, for instance

control gote
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by lnultiple barners or sandwiched banners.

In 1994,K.Yano reported 2 terlllinal devices where infonmtttion is stored in

deep traps in poly‐ Si. The devices tte created on a 3 nnl thick Si fllln using

O.25 μm technology,where one or more dots are fomaed naturally in the vicinity of

a FET in which trapped charge modulates the threshold voltage of the FET[38].

The device can be operated at roo■ l temperature and has been integrated in very

large‥ scale memo五es(128 Mb in 8k x 8k x 2 units ofwhich halfwas operational),

although it is ■ot certain if lCoulomb blockade is of any relevance for device

operation.

One of the mttor prOblems of this type of memory is relying on the natural

fonmation of dots and the resulting poor control of device characteristics.This lnay

be a mttor hurdle to manufacttrabilitt The advantage is a small cell sizo of 2F2,

one quarter of a folded― dtta line DRAM cell size.Since 1994,at least three mttor

companies have introduced technologies for roo■ ■temperamre Cou10mb blockade

memory cells[39],[40],[41],[42].They are compatible with CMOS process and

integrttion on 250 11rn technology level was demonstrtted in one case[38].Their

properties place these lllemories be● Ⅳeen today's E)RAM and iash EEPROM.

Hitachi presented the flrst single― electron―based integrated circuit by lnaking an 8×

8 memory cell with read/write operation.The operation voltage is 15 V and the

device is based on ultra― thin poly silicon wires(3 111n x 100 m,in which the
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memory node consists of an isolated poly-grain representing a potential well. The

presence of charge in this well modulates the conductance of naturally formed

current paths between the grains. Because of the compatibility with ooclassical"

silicon processing these results offer a real breakthrough. The device operating

principle, however, relies upon the statistics within the poly-wire. Recently, Hitachi

extended this technology to demonstrate a 128 Mb SET memory using 0.25 pm

CMOS processing.

2.2.2 Major challenges and difficulties

tr Background charge fluctuations remain the biggest technological bottleneck.

In order to reduce the perturbation of these effects on SET circuits, the critical

dimension must be on the order of 2 nn. Unless significant progress can be made

in controlling the background charges, it seems unlikely that Coulornb blockade

circuits can be integrated on a large scale.

tr The required uniformity of devices is extremely demanding, raising doubts if

they can be manufacfured with the required tolerances at a reasonable price.

tr Even assuming that large scale integration is possible, solutions must be

found on how to overcome the electrostatic interactions between devices.
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tr Error tolerance for Coulomb blockade devices has not been investigated in

great detail, but it seems likely that, in order to have adequate tolerances, the device

must operate either at lower temperature or higher voltage (and hence power).

Due to these difficulties, SET appears to be, for the present, fur from being an

alternative to CMOS. Only time will demonstrate if the technological bottlenecks

can be overcome and perhaps nano-flash devices may bridge the gap between

MOSFETs and SET.
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Fig. 2. 4 Performance comparison among conventional and QDs memories (modified after data
from Hitachi Cambridge Laboratory).

Figure 2.4 is an extract of the tables in Annex I and compares conventional

DRAM and flash memory with known data from a number of SET based quantum

dot memory devices from the literature. The schematics demonstrate that most of

the SET devices are really small-scale examples of conventional DRAM or flash

memory so that the capacitance of the memory node is small enough to produce

single-electron effects. Most of the proposed and realized SET memories store
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information in gain cells rather than the conventional DRAM 1T cells, which on

one hand is an intrinsic advantage, but on the other complicates direct comparison

between these memory technologies.

2.3.1Introduction

As a consequence of the fast-paced downscaling of silicon field-effect

transistors (FETs), the number of dopants in the channel is strongly reduced. Even

one dopant can significantly affect device characteristics. Electrical measurements

of nanoscale transistors containing one isolated dopant have recently revealed the

properties of single-charge transport mediated by a donor 1431, l44l or an acceptor

t45]. Placing exactly one dopant in nanoscale with sufficient accuracy remains,

however? animportant challenge for device fabrication and controllability.

We recently demonstrated that individual dopants can be electrically accessed

even when the nanoscale channel contains a large number of dopants [20]. In such

dopant-rich environment, the long-range Coulomb potentials of all donors cumulate,

significantly lowering the potential of one or only a few dopants relative to the

others. These few dopants can work as conduction path for single electrons when a

gate voltage aligns their potential with the source Fermi level. By using a low-

temperafure Kelvin probe force microscope, we were able to observe the potentials

of individual ionized dopants [13], ll4f, t20l as well as the localized single-
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electron charging in neighboring donors [20]. Electrical measurements of a

statistical number of doped-channel nanoscale FETs have also shown the effects of

channel geometry on the donor-induced potential profiles [20], giving a guideline

for fabricating single-dopant devices in dopant-rich nanostructures.

In this work, we propose a new concept of a dopant-based single-electron

memory. A memory unit consists of a memory node, in which charge can be

trapped, ffid a sensor to read out the charge state of the memory node. We suggest

that single-electron current mediated by individual dopants in nanoscale-channel

FETs can be used as a sensor for observing trapping in neighboring dopant-induced

traps [46]. This concept is first briefly described conceptually, then results of

electrical measurements that indicate charging at the level of individual traps will

be shown.

An ionized donor in Si can be treated in a first approximation as a hydrogenic

potential well [16]. For bulk Si, the ground state of a phosphorus donor is located

44 meY below the conduction band edge, while the Bohr radius is estimated to be

around 3 nm. Such a donor can work as a nanoscale quantum dot (QD), with

dimensions much smaller than present capabilities of lithographic techniques. One

electron added into this QD induces a significant charging energy, precluding the

addition of a second electron. This is basically the Coulomb blockade effect that
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has been the basis for the development of single-electron transistors 1471.

In fact, a donor can practically accommodate only one electron. When two

donors are found close to each other, as illustrated in Figrrre 2.5, two Coulomb

potential wells are formed and an electron can be transferred between the donor

wells. Assuming that one of the donors is well coupled to electrodes (source and

drain), it witl work as the single-electron current path. The other donor can, on the

other hand, significantly influence the current by trapping one electron, due to the

electrostatic coupling of the two donor-QDs. Thus, one can use the single-electron

current to monitor the charge state of the satellite donor.

*'ydopanr

Conducfi
on dw ant

Fig. 2. 5 A sche,matic view of a two-donor single-electron memiry system. One donor works as

conduction path (indicated by the horizontal arrows), while the other works as single-electron

trap.
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There is an emerging demand for simultaneous high perfonnance and very low

power dissipation to achieve miniaturizedpersonal electronics, like personal digital

assistants (PDA s), which are the next driving force of the electronics industry. For

exarnple, to achieve a PDA capable of recognizing speech and convert it into text,

100 000 MIPS/W is required. Here MIPS/W is proporlional to the product of the

number of electrons needed to operate a logic gate and the supply voltage.

Dramatically reducing the supply voltage is difficult because it is limited by

temperature and threshold voltage variations. Therefore, the only way to achieve a

quantum leap in MIPS/W is to dramatically reduce the number of electrons

representing one bit.

Our proposed single-dopant memory device may able to represent one bit just

by one electron and as a result the necessary supply voltage may be low. However,

single-dopant memory device can cuffently operate only at low temperature ( 15 K).

Room temperature operation is expected theoretically in a nm-size device t48] ,149],

and conduction through an STM tip above a nanometer scale practical has been

shown to be affected by single-electron chargitg, even at room temperature [50].

However, it is still believed that the time at which such a device can function

properly at room temperature is a long way off.
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1fwe look into what happened in the last ten years,memory… cell technology has

continuously changed,including the emergence of aash memory technology and

fel■oelectnc― f11lm memory technology. This Can be intelpreted as the memory

technology still having plenty of Юom with which to play9 2md illnovttions aК

strongly desired lに 》ln the user side of storage needso This aspect is mrther

emphasized if we look at the fact thitt our way of sto五 ng infol...ation is rapidly

changing hm the older regime,relying on papers and other ttalog electЮ nic

means,to the digital regilne in the multimedia era.This lmght create new needs of

storing infomation, signiflcantly di]brent hom the older speciications in

bandwidth,storage capac、 pゝOWer consumption,and so on.
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3。 l  lntroduction

Single―electron―elL略 狙d the Coulomb blockade ettё ct hⅣe been

obseⅣed in a varicty of mate五 also Silicon devices are,however9 preferttle duc to

the well‐ developed Si technology. FuJhe■ ...ore, utilizing naturally‐ fo....ed

Coulomb potential wells introduced by indi宙 dual ttoms(dopants)alloWS us tO

overcome present limittdons ofnanolithograply This extreme case ma2y allow the

incolporation of physics of single‐electron/single‐試om interacdOn into useml

olectЮ nic devices.In the following,we will describe basic physics of electЮ n

transfer phenomenon between donors for realizhg applications such as single―

dopantlnemory device.

3.2  Dcvicc structure

The devices are siinilar to those explalned in detils in the previous sec■ ons

and were Lbricated on silicon‐ on―insulator(SOI)SubStrates,as schematically

shown in Figure 3el.They have a chamel deined by an electron beam lithography

techniquc as a constricuon of ttollnd 70 nln in lentt and 50 nln in width,

connected to wider pads of Si for source and draln,as shown in the SEM image in

Figure 3.2。 Thetop Si was w■ foldy doped with phosphorlls di閾 鳳sed■Юm a spin―

cotted silica量 lm containing phosphorus oxide(P203)O The tOp Si is separated by a
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400-nm-thick buried oxide. Doping concentration was estimated to be

Na=l-3x1018 cffi-3, which corresponds to an inter-dopant distance of 7-10 nm. We

estimated this value from SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry) depth profiles

of control samples fabricated by the same doping treafrnents as the device samples,

as shown in Figure 3.3. A lO-nm-thick SiOz layer was then thermally grown,

making the final thickness of the Si channel around l0 nm. Aluminum pads were

then deposited and patterned to form the gate, source, and drain pads.

X'ig.3. I Schematic device structure of SOI-FET.

Top gate

Fig.3. 2 SEM (Scanning electron microscope) image of the MOSFET device channel.
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Fig。 3。 3 Doping concentration estimated by SIMS(SeCOn(hり Ion Mass Spectromete⇒ for a

reference sample.
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When a semiconductor is doped with donor or acceptor impurities, impurity

energy levels are introduced that usually lie within the energy gap. A donor

impurity has a donor level which is defined as being neutral if filled by an electron,

and positive if empty. Conversely, an acceptor level is neutral if empty and negative

if filled by an electron. These energy levels are important in calculating the fraction

of dopants being ionized, or electrically active. To get a feeling of the magnitude of

the impurity ionization energy, we use the simplest calculation based on the
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hydrogen― atom model.The ionization energy for the hydrogen ttom in vacuum is:

EH=
mOq4

=13.6eV...… .._.・ … "…・1
32π 2ε

:ヵ
2

The ionization energy for a donor (Ec - Ep) in a lattice can be obtained by replacing

moby the conductivity effective mass of electrons.

mce=3(lI十
議」

+番『)~・

and by replacin g so, by the permittivity of the semiconductor e, in eq.1 :

Ec-Eo : f3)'(&* )EH. .........3- \eg/ \ f.'g z

The ionization energy for donors as calculated from eq. 3 is 0.025 eV for Si and

0.007 eV for GaAs. The hydrogen-atom calculation for the ionizatron level for the

acceptors is similarto that for the donors. The calculated acceptor ionization energy

(measured from the valence-band edge, Eo: (Ee- Ey) is 0.05 eV for Si and GaAs.

Although this simple hydrogen-atom model given above certainly cannot account

for the details of ionization energy, particul ady the deep levels in semiconductor

[51], 1521, [53], the calculated values do predict the correct order of magnitude of

the true ionization energies for shallow impurities. These calculated values are

shown to be much smaller than the energy gap, and often are referred to as shallow

impurities if they are close to the band edges. Also, since these small ionization

energies are comparable to the thermal energy knT, rontzation is usually complete at
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島.4  iヽ11lmeric裁 l sillllllation ofで dopal´ li― illducecl potcntial(listtltil)蓬 Iξ iく ,11

111ヽ i chanilel

Effects of randolnness on device characte五 stics have recently been studied

both expdmentally and theoretically[54],[55]9[56],[57].Fluctuations of

chttracteristics ttre caused not only by variation in the average doping dens、.

which is associated with a nuclmation in the number of impurities,but also with a

particular randoln distribution of impu五ties ln the channel region. Moreover9

nucmations tte particularly pronounced as the spatial scale of doping and oxide

thickness variations become compttable with the dimensions of devices[55],[58].

The lntemational Technology Roam fOr Sclnlconductors has forecasted a

transition lЮ m conventional bulk devices to silicon― on‐ insuk■ or(SOI)deviCes,and

then to multiple― gtte SOIs as high‐perfomce de宙ces[59].D市 erse

computatiod appЮaches,such as small signal analysis[60],[61],[62],dri量 ―

dimlsion(DD)[63],[64], 狙d MOnte carlo simulation[65],[66],[67],have

recently been reported to stuゥ aucmatiOn― reltted issues in semiconductor de宙ces.

I use a silnple silnulation method to obseⅣe the fluctuations duc to dopant

potentials in Si channel. In this silnulation, it was assumed that every dopant

introduces a Coulo血 b― sha7pe potential into the mesh accOrding to the equttion[16]:

4πεr
P= …(16)

4Lli)i,r.r,



Where p is a potenti al, e is an elementary charge, r is a distance from the charge.

Regarding the Coulomb-like potential around an individual ionized dopant, the

singularity was smoothed away by using the potential with a characteristic length

scale ll),, _ 2.75 111n, giving a well depth of 44 meV. These parameters are

comparable to the Bohr radius as _ 1.9 nm and to shallow dopant ionization

energies. The diameter and shape of potential fluctuations induced by individual

dopants are shown in Figure 3.5.

Fig.3.5S山ce potential ma7p ofthe chamel area obtamed by KFM at 13K。 (a―c)The pЮ■les of

local potential fluctiaon induced by indi宙 dual phosphorous atoms measwend by KFM[13].

Figllre 3。 6(a)shOW the case when one phosphorous donor is placed close to the

sttace in a Si device channelo Next,by applying gate voltage electron will be

emitted iolm the dopant as a result of dopant ionizationo Figure 3.6(b)shOWS the

slmulated potential proflle for an ionized dopant in Si. The Coulomb¨ shaped

potential around the dopant is clearly visiblee The lmnilnuln value ofthe potential is
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equal to -44 meV which reflects the ionization energy of phosphorous in Si.
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Fig.3. 6 (a) One ionized phosphorous donors

located in Si channel. (b) Potential profile for
one ionized phosphorous donors in Si

Fig.3. 7 (a) Many ionized phosphorous donor
located in Si channel. (b) Potential profile for
many ionized phosphorous donor in Si.

However, the above idealistic case of one isolated dopant is far from reality. It

is reasonable to assume that in real devices some dopants are close enough to

interact with each other. Dopants which are far from each other can be treated as

two different potential dips. However, as the distance between two dopants is

decreased, Coulomb potentials of both ions start to overlap and, as a consequence,

the potential barrier between the dopants also decreases. This

important meaning for the carrier transport in Silicon nanowire.

As we increase the number of dopants in the Si channel, &S

fact has very

schematically
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shown in figure 3.7 (a), the overall potential landscape is modulated by the

superposed potentials of many dopants [3], [16], t68]. For nanostructures doped

with phosphorus (P), the lowest electronic potential will be formed close to the

channel center due to the entire set of dopants. When the channel minimum

conduction band energy is shifted close to the source Fermi level by gate voltage,

transport occurs through the dopant-induced QDs and a first peak appears. In my

experiment, the results are most prominent on the first pe*, a fact that I will

explain in more details in the following chapter.

』ぅ多  Electrical characterization of Si:P ill1110ヽ Vire

3。5。 l MeasureIIlent setup

For investigation of shgle― electron tiansfer ■Iough phosphorous‐ doped

SOI-FETs, we observed the gate-voltage versus source-drain current (Isa -Vc)

characteristics for a large number of devices. The schematic device strucfure and

measurement sefup are shown in Figure 3.8.

The Isp-Vc characteristics were measured using an HP precision semiconductor

parameter analyzer. The devices were mounted in the chamber of the parameter

analyzer and all the measurements were performed under vacuum conditions.
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gate

Fig.3. 8 Schematic device structure and biasing circuit for measuring ttre I52r vc characteristics.

Typically, for the measurements discussed in this chapter, the temperature was

set to 13-15 K. For all measurements, the substrate was grounded, while voltage

V6 was applied to the Al top electrode. Source-drain bias was fixed at 5 mV. We

fixed the measurement step to approximately lmV/sec.

3.5.2 Isa-Vc characteristics

We observed Isp-Vc characteristics of our devices, as shown in Figure 3.9 (a-1).

We measured around 40 devices. At low temperature, all the devices contain such

current oscillations due to Coulomb blockade in the dopant-QDs t241. We

measured upward (increasing Vc) and downward (decreasing Vc) sweep for

observing charging effects. Most of the devices contain some displacement in

voltage between upward sweep and downward sweep curves. This voltage
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displacement is a signature of charging.

However, this effect is most prominent at the first peak, and I will discuss

this point more in Section 3.5.4. In our experiment, we mainly focus on the first

peak, that is why I only highlighted first peak (outside of the yellow pattern), as

shown in Figure 3。 9(aぁ
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The above Isr-Vc characteristics can be categorized depending on therr

charging characteristics. From the above Iso-Vc characteristics, we can observe

different that types of charging effect appear, such as charging on the current peak

or charging off the current peak and even for some of the devices no charging

occurs at all. Therefore, I classified these charging characteristics into three

categories.

1. Charging on the current peak.

2. Charging off the current peak.

3, No charging effect on the peak.

1. Charging on the current peak

This is most likely a charging effect caused by a single donor. The

characteristics were measured for a limite d Vc range around the first current peak.

V6was swept upward and, successively, downward with a sweep rate of 1 mV/s. In

Figure 3.10 (a), abrupt current jumps can be observed on the first peak: a jump up

in the upward sweep, at V6 : 1.345 V followed by ajump down in the downward

sweep, at V6 : I.335 V. These features produce a fine but reproducible hysteresis,

which can be ascribed to trapping and detrapping of a single electron in a memory

dot. How these trapping and detrapping events happen in our devices is shown

schematically in Figure 3.10 (b).An electron transfers from source to drain via
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donor D I . By continuously increasing Vc, an electron can be shuttled to the trap

donor D2 and this change of the charge state will affect, at its turrr, the single-

electron conduction current. Similarly, if Vc is successively decreased, the electron

should be eventually released from the trap as shown in Figure 3.10 (c). In case of

event #1 electron is transfer from donor Dl to D2 andvice-versa for event#2.

(a)

10‐
12

10_14

(b)

（く
）
Ｒ

一

vent#z

event#I

1.30 1.32        1。 34

Vc(V)

Sttel→ ⇒ hⅢ

Fig.3. 10 (a) Measurement of the first peak by successively sweeping V6npwatd and downward.

Ctrarging appear on the peak at Vc -- 1.345V and discharging appear at V6: 1.335 V which

"ur.rr", 
uottrg. shift. (b) Schematic view of single electron transfer between two donors D/ and

D2. (c) Event table shows electron transfer from donor Dl to D2 rncase of event I andD2 to DI
in case of event 2.

(C)

er-ent # I t\ i."llt = l

8 ふ
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2. Charginloff the current peak

In our observation we also observed charging effect off the current peak.

Current jumps cannot be observed on the peak, but charging is evident from the

displacement between the upward and downward cunres, as shown in Figure 3.1 1.

By applying positive gate voltage, &n electron is transferred to the donor and

conduction starts through the minimum donor potential, resulting in the first

observable current peak. The first peak is separated by a Coulomb blockade effect

from others peak. An electron exists to donor DI in the Coulomb blockade region

after the first peak, so it may transfer to the nearest second donor by gradually

increasing gate voltage, even though there is no current flow from source to drain.

10‐
11

1。
‐12

10_13

10_44

V。 (V)

Fig.3. 11 Measurement of the first peak by successively sweeping V6 tpward and downward.
Charging appears off the current pe*, in the zero culrent regions which causes voltage shift.
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3. No charging effect on the peak

In principle, monitoring the first current peak allows us to evaluate single-

electron tunneling via donor-QDs in the absence of other electrons in the channel.

The distribution of donors in the channel differs significantly from device to device

in our samples. In some devices, the lowest-potential donor can be detached from

satellite donors of comparable potential, which would not allow electron shuttling

between the two donors. As a result, no charging effect appears, which is illustrated

in the example shown in Figure 3.L2.

2.04  2,06

VG(V)

（く
）
Ｑ∽一

10-12

10-13

10-14

2.00 2.02 2.08  2.10

Fig.3. 1.2 Measurement of the fust peak by successively sweeping V6 rrpward and downward. No
charging appears on or off the current peak as a result no voltage shift.

5.3 Device statistics

As we can see in Figure 3.13, voltage distortion (AV) effect appears in most

of our devices. From a number of about 40 devices measured, 85% exhibit

hysteresis, while only 15% show a perfect match between up and down ramping
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curves. In agreement with our consideration, nanowires containing many dopants

are indeed appropriate for observing changing effect.

No charging
effect
ts%

Fig。 3。 13  Statistics ofthe device characte五 stics.

3。5.4 1mportance of hysteresis on the rlrst peak

The irst peak corresponds to the initial stage of conduction in ollr devices.In

my devices,contallllmg more than one dopant,the overall potential landscape is

modulated by the superposed potentials of all ionized dopants[13],[16],[68].For

nttosmcmres doped with phosphoms(P),the g10bal minimum electronic potential

will be foll・・ed close to the channel center as a consequence of the long― range

potentials of the entire set of dopants,as shown schematically in Figure 3.14(→ .

The potential ofthe dopant can be controlled by the gate voltage VGo So,when the

dopant potential is higher than the source Fe」 En level,electrons cannot travel, as a
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F:0

.1
g I o b a I mi.nimu m p ot ertti a I

(b) F=0

Fig.3. 1a (a) Dopant potential is higher than the sotrce Fenni level, electron cannot ffavel, as a

reJult no cgrenf peak can be observed. (b) Due to application of more positive gate voltage,

global minimum potential is shifted to cross to the Fenni level and conduction start.

result no crurent peak appeared. When the channel minimum dopant potential is

shifted close to the source Fermi level by more positive gate voltage, transport

occgrs through the dopant-induced QDs and the first current peak appears, os

shown in Figure 3.14 (b). At even more positive V6, electron is trapped in the

dopant. Because the system is extremely small, one electron strongly increases the

potential. Therefore, again no electrons can travel, which is in fact the Coulomb

blockade regime. Figure 3.15 shows an electronic potential landscape, simulated for

a random arrangement of donors. In these simulations, the channel is assumed to be

depleted, so the potential is given by the superposition of the Coulomb potentials of

(a)

Vr.i

路 G
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all ionized donors [13], [16], [68]. This situation colresponds to the onset of

conduction, when the gate voltage aligns the lowest channel potential with the

source Fermi level. The fine potential valleys are ascribed to individual donors. In

some cases, we encounter the sifuation when two donors mainly dominate electron

transport at this initial stage, as schematically shown: one donor (D r) is the

steppingstone for conduction in the .r direction, while a second donor (Dt) may

work as a single-electron trap. So, it is most likely that the hysteresis on the first

peak appears due to such a dopant trap. In our experiment, we exclude the

possibility of an interface trap being responsible for such effects. Furthermore, for

confirmation, we measured un-doped devices, as shown in Figure 3.16. There are

no hysteresis features appearing due to interface trap or others defects.

ダ

Fig。3. 15 Potential pЮflle simulated for a random distribution of ionized dopants; two

neighboring dopants are indictted.One donor of)WOrk as a stepping stone of cШ 「ent path and

the other donorの 2)WOrk aS a trap.
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Fig.3. 16 Iso-Vrc characteristics of undoped devices. There are no voltage distortion between up

and down sweep is a signature of no interface trap occurred.

3.5.5 Isp-time measurement

We have investigated a large number of devices in order to evaluate single-

electron charging and discharging behavior. We typically measured IsnVc

characteristics for a V6 range surounding the first peak, while sweeping Vc

consecutively upward and downward, as indicated in Figure 3.I7 (a). The V6 range

is tlpically about 100 mV while the current peak width is about 50 mV in width on

average. We found devices that exhibit a hysteresis (shift) between the upward- and

downward-ramping curves, indi catrng that charging occulred during voltage scan.

The device characteristics shown in Figure 3. 17 (a) (left) exhibit sudden current

jumps and apartial shift of the curves for a small range of V6 (4-I0 mV).
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Fig.3. 17 (a) Iso-Vc characteristics of the first peak (b) IsD-time conesponds to the first peak.

These ju-ps are indications of single-electron trapping and detrapping events.

When Vc is fixed within the hysteresis range and time evolution of the current is

monitored, as shown in the right-hand Figure 3.17 (b), we can observe a random

telegraph signal (RTS) with mainly two levels. This indicates a two-state trap,

which suggests the possibility of a donor (ionized D0 or neutrali zed D\ being

responsible for the current switching.

Iso - V6 characteristics presented here illustrate thus charging and discharging

in a two-donor system. One donor works as a steppingstone in the conduction path,

giving rise to the first current peak. Another donor modulates the current by

trapping and detrapping one electron. This second donor does not contribute as a

200  400

Tme(→
1.34  0
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conduction path, since we only obserue a simple shift of the original peak after the

current j.rmp. Therefore, this trap donor is disconnected from at least one of the

source and drain terminals. The shift of the current peak is most likely dependent

on the initial charge state of the second donor. When an electron is stored into the

second donor, it is working as an additional negative charge, which causes the peak

to shift to the right. In our observation, 80% of the Iso - V6 characteristics show

current peak shift to the right due to electron trap in a phosphorus dopant. Some of

the characteristics exhibit also shifts to the left, most likely due to an effective

positive charge appearing in the downward sweep. Although the origin is not clear

at this moment, such a positive charge may be due to the ionization of a phosphorus

dopant which was initiatly under freeze-out condition, i.e., neutral" Furthermore,

the charglng occurs typically on the current peak, which indicates that conduction

through the first donor and trapping in the second donor are coffelated. This is a

strong indication that trapping and detrapping occurs by single-electron transfer

between the two donors. Other mechanisms, such as injection from one terminal,

although unlikely in our system, may also be taken into consideration.
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Single―electron transistors contain one or more small conductive regions(SO‐

called Coulomb isl狙 ds or quantum dots),weJtty coupled to each ottLer and leads

through lmnnel junctionso These devices operate on the basis of single‐ electron

tunneling and the Coulomb blockade effect that occurs when electrons localized on

the islands block the current■ ow for a signiflcant range of applied voltageso We

used a Monte Carlo(MC)simulation developed on the basis of the Coulomb

blockade ottdox theory in our stuけ of Single― electron transfer[36],[69],[70],

[71].According to this theory9 forward ttd reverse t― elitt rates of electrons

across a speciflcjunction ttre given by:

「土=武再爺馴
………‥……0

where θ is the elementary charge and AFtt is the change in systeln ttec energy

owing to forward or reverse tunneling events.Free energy is calculated as the sum

of the total electrostatic energy of the systeln and the work perfo....ed by extemal

sources.Equation(1)Simpliies for T=0,K in the following fom:
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As also described by eq. (2), tunneling events are allowed only if they lower the

free energy of the entire system. The average interval between successive tunneling

events estimated from eq. (2) is lll+.In our simulation, we use tunneling intervals

u*that incorporate a random number r (0 < r < 1) in the calculation to reflect the

stochastic nature of funneling events, as shown in the following equation:

諄=喜h(:)…………(3)

For all tunnel junctions, we calculat e L,f values and choose a tunneling event with

the minimum u*, whrch is regarded as the tunneling event that acfually occurred.

We then repeat the same procedure for the next events starting at t - tt*.
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4。2  Modeling and Equivalent circuit fbr double donor system

4。 2。lF破ed‐paranleter two dot circuit

gate
C6

50urCe

Fig.4. I Equivalent circuit for fixed-parameter two dot system.

As I already explained from the experimental results, only two donors can

produce a charging effect by transfer of a single electron from the conduction donor

DI to the nearest donor D2 unour system. We used Coulomb blockade Monte Carlo

simulation to prove this charging phenomenon for a simple Z-dot circuit,

considering two donors DI and D2, as shown in Figure 4.l.In this circuit, donor

D/ dominates the carrier transport and donor D2 represents the dot adjacent to the

paft, whose charging state influences the tunneling transport. Charging of the

adjacent dot occurs through the tunnel junction CnRrs. We intentionally

disconnected the arm resistances R77 and R75 of the adjacent donor D2 to avoid the
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electron tunneling from source or drain to this adjacent donor D2.

We used symmetric parameters, such as gate capacitances Ca : Ccz :

0.01 aF, junction capacitances Cr1, Cr2, Cn, Cn, Cn- 4 aF, tunneling resistances

Rrt, Rrz, Rrc: 1 GO. From simulation results, we obtained the hysteresis which is

due to trapping and deffapping at the gate voltages 1.6 V and 0 V, respectively, as

shown in Figure 4.2. The trapping ldetrapptng mechanism can be explained by

calculation of system free energy, which will be explained in the next section.
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Fig.4. 2Iso-Y c characteristics of fixed-parameter two dots circuit.

4.2.2 System free energy calculation

Regarding the calculation method, I used the Coulomb blockade orthodox

theory in my study of single-electron transfer, as explained in the previous Section

4.1. Free energy is calculated as the sum of the total electrostatic energy of the
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system and the work performed by extemal sources.

We considered fixed-parameter two dot circuit, as show in Figrrre 4.1 for our

calculation. Based on system free e,nergy calculation, we can understand the

electron ffap and detrap mechanism, which will be explained in the following:

Thap mechanism VG: 1.6 V
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System free energy calculations allow us to know how trapping and detrapping

occuffed in our fixed-gate capacitance two dot system. Figure 4.3 (a) left-hand

lower figure shows the system free energy calculation corresponding to the upper

Isn-Vc characteristics. The inclined line is defining the electron movement from

source/drain to the dot or from dot to source/drain. If the inclined line directions are

rightward down to up, it means that electron moves into the dot from source or

drain, as shown by the black line in Figure a3 @). Each color of the inclined line

indicates an event of electron transfer. For example, black and yellow inclined lines

coffespond to events 0 > I and 3 ;' 1, respectively. However, as the arm resistance

of our circuit (Rr+ and R75) is significantly high to prevent electron ffansfer from

source or drain to the dot2,I will purposely avoid showing four events, namely 0 >

2,2;' 0, 3 > 2,2> 3. In case of inter-dot electron transfer (events I > 2 and2 > 1),

we observed a horizontal line due to the symmetry of the system, as shown in

Figure a.3 (c). In the following, I will explain details about trapping mechanism.

Figure 4.3 (a) left-hand upper figure shows the Isp-V6 characteristics for

fixed-parameter 2 dot circuit, as also explained in the previous Section 4.2.I. When

the voltage is swept up from low to high, trapping occurs at a gate voltage V6: 1.6

V. As trapping happens in the zero current regions, we cannot observe the charging

on the current peak.

Left-hand lower figure shows the system free energy with respect to gate



voltage ( A F-Vc) characteristic. Left-hand upper Isn-Vc and lower A F-Vc

correspond to each other. In Figurc 4.3 (a), trapping voltage Vc: 1.6V is marked

by a solid line along with the free energy graphto understand the energetic transfer

of an electron on those critical gate voltages.

At the beginning, we consider the charge state for two donors, DID2:00,

which means that donors are empty of electrons. Donors DI and D2 are thus both

ionized, and under this situation we calculate the system free energy. The system

free energy for (00) charge state shows that the favorable event is 0 > 1 (black

down to up inclined line), which means that one electron is favorable to transfer

from source to D I , as schematically shown in the right-hand figure, where donors

DI and D2 are ionized (D"). The current peak is mainly dominated by the

sequential events 0 > 1 and I > 3,that is why free energy calculation graph shows 0

> I event is just coffesponding to the starting of the curent peak. After event 0 > 1,

the charge state changes from DID2:00 to DID2:10.

Figure 4.3 (b) shows the system free energy for donor charge state DlD2:10,

which means that one electron is located in Dl whlle D2 is empty of electron" At

the trapping gate voltage Vc : 1.6 V, favorable event is 0 > 1, as indicated by the

black inclined line down to up. It means that one more electron is favorable to

transfer to D I from source, even though one electron is already located there. Then,

the system charge state becomes DlD2:20.
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Figure a3 @) shows the system free energy for donor charge state DID2:20.

The event | > 2 is now favorable for all the gate voltage range, including the

trapping voltage Vc: 1.6 V. Now, one electron will transfer from donor DI to

donor D2 andtrapping occurs. Then, the system charge state becomes DID2:11,as

shown in Figure 4.3 (d). We can also explain the detrapping mechanism at V6 : 0

V by following similar system free energy calculation. Now, I will explain details

about detrapping mechanism is, as follows.

Detrap mechanism Vg: 0 V
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FY,g.4, 4 (a-d) Detrapping mechanism for fixed-parameter two dot systems. Left-hand upper
figrre show Iso-Vc characteristics where detrapping occurred at V6: 0V. Left-hand lower figure
shows the system free energy calculation conesponding to the upper Iso-Vc. Right-hand
schematic view shows the charge state for two dot system.

Figure a.a @) left-hand upper figure shows Isa-Vc characteristics for fixed-

parameter 2 dot circuit. When the voltage is swept down from high to low,

detrapping occurs at a gate voltage Vc : 0 V. For the higher gate voltage region,

the charge state rs DID2:II,which means that donors Dl andD2both contain one

electron, and under these conditions we calculated the system free energy. The

system free energy for DID2:lI charge state shows that the favorable event is I > 3

(red up to down inclined line), which means that one electron is favorable to

transfer from D I to drain, as schematically shown in the right-hand figure. It is
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reasonable that the current peak is mainly dominated by the sequential events I > 3

and 0 ;' 1, that is why free energy calculation graph shows 1 > 3 event is again just

coffesponding to the starting of the current peak. The charge state will change thus

from DID2: lI to DID2:01.

Figure 4.4 (b) shows the system free energy for donor charge state DID2:01,

which means that donor Dl is empty of electron and D2 corfiains one electron. At

the gate voltage Vc : 0 V, the favorable event is I > 3, as indicated by the red

inclined line up to down. It means that one more electron is favorable to transfer

out from DI to drain. Then the system charge states become DID2:-II.

Figure a.a @) shows the system free energy for donor charge state DlD2:-

II.The event 2 > I is now favorable for all the gate voltage ranges, including the

detrap voltage Vc : 0 V. Now one electron will transfer from donor D2 to donor D/

and detrapping occurs. Now, the system charge states become DID2:00, as shown

in Figure 4.4 (d).
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Above,I showed thtt the trapping ttd detrapping mechanisms can be

understood by system■ ℃e energy calculationso ln case of flxed― gate capacitance

two― dot silnulation,electron trapping and detrapping both events requred double―

electron charge occupancy,as can be understood ttom the schelnatic view shOwn in

Figure 4.5(a)―o).

(b)

Fig.4.5(→ Schenlatic lsD~VC Characteristics of ixed‐ gate capacitance two‐dot circutt showing

the charge states for up― rampingo Trapping occllred at VG=1.6V o)Schematic lsD― VG
characterisucs of flxed… gtte cap“ itance two口dot crcult showng the charge states for down‐

rampingo Detrapping occllrred at VG=OV

Froln the above schematic I"― VG charactenstics,we can see the charge state for

the ill Vc range.Figure 4.5(a)shOWS that,at the begiming of the gate voltage

range,the charge state is<00>.By increasing Vc,the current peak appears by

incorporating<00>and<10>charge statese At VG=1.6 v we obSeⅣ ed the charge
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state <20> and then immediately the charge state changes to <11>. Finally, the

charge state <11> remains until the end of the V6 range. Therefore, the system is

mainly stable with <00>, <10>, and <11> charge states, at different V6's. When the

system is expected to become <01> by I > 2 event after <10>, by increasing Vc it

was followed by a short unstable transition <20> by 0 > 1 event, and then finally it

changes to <11> stable charge state. It means that one electron can switch

energetically in case of fixed-gat e capacitance two-dot system, but two electrons

must be allowed to enter one dot, i.e., <20> charge state configuration is involved.

In the same way, for detrapping mechanism, we found that the charge state follows

< 1 1>, <01>, <- 1 1>, and <00>. Double-charge occupancy is mandatory for

detrapping also at Vc: 0 V as shown in Figure 4.5 (b).

Previous studies on conventional two-dot circuits do not explicitly clariSi the

number of electron occupancy in the memory dot. Howeve4 it is most likely that

more than one elecffon is accommodated in the trap dot. We also explained the

stability diagram for fixed two dot system to clariff the double-charge occupancy.

In the previous sections, I showed schematically that the double-charge

occupancy is necessary for energetic electron transfer between two donors. It would

be more convenient to read the electron transfer process from the stability diagram
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domains. It is also important to know how the electron transfer is influenced by the

drain voltage, in other words, how does the conductivity modi$' with the bias

voltage. For clari$ring this, I simulated Iso-V 6 characteristics with different Vo's,

as shown in Figure 4.6 (a).
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Fig.4. 6 (a) Simulated stability diagram for fixed two dot system. (b) Schematic two dot system,
showing possible event for an electron transfer. (c) Iso-V6 characteristics at Vp5: 5mV of fixed-
gate capacitance two-dot circuit showing the charge states for up ramp.

Figure a.6 @) shows the stability diagram for fixed-parameter two dot system.

Each differently-colored inclined line is conesponding to a different electron

transfer event, as schematically shown in Figure 4.6 (b). For example, when

electron moves from source to dot 1. that event is denoted as 0 > 1. which is the red

inclined line. The left side region of the red line is unfavorable for an electron to
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transfer. When electron moves out from the dot, colresponding to the blue inclined

line, this is related to the I > 3 event. The right side region of the blue line is

unfavorable for an electron to transfer. We also can see also that each of the lines

has different thickness, which is a guide for the eyes to indicate different charge

states.

If we consider the green dashed line, which coffesponds to 5 mV there is

zero current from 0 V to 0.35 V as shown by the light grey region. At Vc - 0.36 V

the electron is favorable to transfer. The first current peak appears within the range

from0.36 Vto 0.81 V as showninFigure4.6 (c). AfterV6:0.81 V there is again

azero current region. This is the <10> Coulomb blockade, as shownby the yellow-

colored region. At Vc: 1.6 V we can see that there is a cross line between 0>1 and

1>2 events, marked by green circle, as shown in Figure a.6 @).It means that at the

same voltage two events occur? at first one electron comes from source to dot 1, and

the charge state become <2}>,then at the same voltage one electron moves to dot2

from dot 1, causing an electron trapping.

In conclusion, we observed the double-electron occupancy by studying also the

stability diagrams. In the stability diagram shown in Figure 4.6 (a), two events

appear at the same voltage, as marked by green circles. The cross point is a short

transition period for an electron, before becoming a stable condition, which is

indicated by the pink-colored <11> Coulomb blockade region.
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We also simulated the stability diagram for downward sweep which will be

explained in the next figure in combination with the upward sweep.
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Fig.4. 7 (a) Simulated stability diagram for fixed-parameter two dot system. (b) Schematic two
dot system, showing possible events for an electron transfer. (c) Iso-V6 characteristics at Vos:
5mV of fixed- gate capacitance two-dot circuit showing the charge states for up-rarrping.

Figure a.7 @) shows the stability diagram for upward sweep, as I explained in

the previous section. The curent flow region is marked by red color, which

corresponds to the first peak during upward sweep. Figure 4.7 (b) shows most

importantly the stability diagram for the downward sweep. The current flow region

is marked by the blue color, which is the first current peak during downward sweep.

Detrapping occurs at Vc : 0 V as show by the red circle. However, two sequential
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events,1>3,and 2>1,happen at VG=0｀こ

We can conclude■at energetic switching cIIl be observed in case of flxed―

parameter two dot systenl,but double‐ electron charge is necessary.Due to this kind

oftrapping ttd detrapping events,we were able to ObServe the mll shi食 ,as shown

in Figure 4.7(c)。

Several essential pomts that must be considered when silnulating two― donor

circuits aκ indicated next:

1。 New concept of donor― induced quantum dOt requlres llmlting electron

occupancy to only one electron per dot.

2。  lV由直able donor― gate capacitance can provide a way to e■ bctively lin」t the

electron occupancy.

3.Although electrostatic conditions govem the electron clE=ging voltages,kinedc

condidons,represented by the meling juncuon resistances,also play an

important role for obtaining hysteresis in a鋪 √o‐dot system.

4。4  〔::〔inccpl oぎ variable d()11〔)1カ

=atC CapilcitaFiCe ill Si cliar11lci
4。 4。l lntroduction

lt is well known that the electrical and optical properties of bulk and low

diinensional semlconductors strongly depend on the presence of donor impurities。

Recently9 there has been an enhanced mterest to stuウ shal10W donor lnpurities

near an interface,cither with vacuum or at a metal… oxide semiconductor interface,

because ofits lmportance in atomic― scale electronics and nano―electronlcs.This is a
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consequence of the growing tendency for miniatunzation of electronic devices.

In the other limit of a dopant close to the gate dielectric, it is possible to

adiabatically pull the donor-bound electron into the potential well formed at the

interface lI7l, 1721, U3l. Donors proximal to the interface provide an important

mechanism for quantum functionality in a range of novel quantum device proposal.

The hybridized donor-interface system was recently proposed as the basis for

quantum control of electron states at the interface [18], II9], U2], 1741, U51, 1761,

U7l, [78], 1791. These theoretical and experimental studies of the hybridization of

electron wave function between the donor's Coulomb well and interface well

allows us to develop the theory of variable donor-gate capacitance in thin Si

channel. Furthefinore, from the viewpoint of our device geometry (gate

slurounding l0-nm-thick Si channel), it is also obvious to assume that most of the

donors near the interface are sensitive to the field and as a result the donor potential

can be easily distorted by applying an electric field. In consequence, variable

donor-gate capacitance should be considered, as described in the following.
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4.4.2 Modeling a single donor near the interface

(→

官 2.5
E 5.0
N 7.5

10.0

官 B退
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官 繋
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N 7.5

10.0

Fig.4. S (a) A single donor DI located 2nm away from Si/SiOz gated interface. By applytng

electric field F: 0-3 mV/nm the donor potential deviate towards interface. (b) A single donor D1

located 4 nur away from the Si/SiOz interface. Donor pote,lrtial is less sensitive to the electric field.

Fig.4.9 A single donor potential extended towttds the interface for direrent ieldso At higher

ield vduc(light green state)the interface well and donor wdl are aligned in energy.

We consider initially a single donor Df in the thin Si chamel(10 1mO,10Cated

rel江市ely close to the Sysi02interfaceo Figure 4。 8(a)shOWS Df is located 2 1rlln

away'om the interfacec For zero fleld the electronic potential for donor DI surers
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almost no change. When we apply the electric field F _ 2 and 3 mV/nm

respectively, the electronic potential extended toward interface. At this stage, the

interface well and the donor well are aligned in energies, as shown schematically in

Figure 4.9.

In this regime, strong hybridization is observed between the donor states and

the interface states, as the donor-bound electron tends to be ionized to the interface.

Figure 4.8 (b) shows the case when D1 is located 4 nm away from the

interface. As the donor position is relatively far compared to Figure 4.8 (a), the

donor potential is less sensitive to the electric field, and as a result no significant

change appears with higher fields, as shown in Figure 4.8 (b). However, more study

is necessary to understand the physics of single donor-interface interactions. In my

simulation, I mainly focus on the two-donor model in thin Si channel under electric

field, which will be explained briefly in the next section.
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4.4.3 Modeling of a double-donor system in Si channel
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官 男
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10。 0

Fig.4. 10 Double-donor model in Si channel under electric field F : 0, 0.5, and I mV/nm. Donor
DI located relatively far from the interface as a result donor potential is not influenced even for a
high field. On the other hand donor potential D2 influenced by the elecffic field as it is relatively
close to the interface and the potential extended towards the surface.

As I explained from the experimental results, shown in Figure 3.10 (a),

abrupt current jumps can be observed on the first peak: a jump up in the upward

sweep, at V6: I.345 V, followed by a jump down in the downward sweep, at Vc:

1.335 V. These features produce a fine but reproducible hysteresis, which can be

ascribed to one donor works as a steppingstone in the conduction path, giving rise

to the first current peak. Another donor modulates the current by trapping and

detrappmg one electron.

In order to reproduce smgle― electron transfer characte五 stics in silnulation,I
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model two-donor system? as shown in Figurc 4.10. Donors D1 and D2 are both

located in the lO-nm-thick Si channel . D2 resides close to the interface, while on

the other hand Dl rs located away from the interface. So, by applying the electric

field, the potential of donor D2 is expanded effectively towards interface and as a

consequence voltage-dependent donor-gate capacitance can be considered. At the

same time, the potential of donor Dl remains unchanged as it is less sensitive to the

electric field, so the donor-g ate capacitance will be fixed for this donor.

In addition, voltage-dependent donor-gate capacitance is very reasonable for

donors in thin Si channels. Figure 4.10 shows the y-z cross-sectional potential

landscape for a simplified arrangement of two donors in a thin Si channel. Three

cases are shown: without and with an electric field F applied vertically (along z

axis). Current flows in the x direction through donor DI. This donor, located

relatively far from the interface (5 nm here), is not significantly affected by the

electric field. On the other hand, the second donor, D2, is close to the interface (l

nm here). For such superficial donor, it is known that the potential expands at the

interface under electric field ll7l, 1441, 173], [80], [81]. The cross-sectional area

towards the gate and, implicitly, the donor-gate capacitance (Cc) increases with

electric field (i.e., voltage Vc). Therefore, for such a donor, C6 is continuously

changing with V6. In our simulation, for the first time, we consider variable donor-

gate capacitance, in a procedure will be explain in details in the next section.



4.4.4Equivalent circuit for variable donor-gate capacitance

(→

(b)
0.65

6. 0.60g o.ss
(Do 0.50

0.45

0.0 0.1 yc ry) a.2 0.3

胤昆 減Ⅷ畿  轟 ・
ine)and superflcial donor D2(inclined line)。

In order to reproduce single― electron transfer characte五 stics in silnlllation,

we model the two― donor system as twO parallel QDs,as shown in the equivalent

circuit of Figure 4。 11(a)。 Single_electron transport simlllations are perfol■■・ed fOr

this circuit within the orthodox Cou10mb blockade theory.The two donors are

physically separated by a mmel barrier and,therefore,at― eljunction is inserted
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between them. Donor D 1, located close to the center of the channel in horizontal

and vertical directions [68] works as the steppingstone in the conduction path and is

coupled to source and drain by tunnel junctions (CnRry and Cr2R12). Donor D2 is

expected to be displaced from the center towards the edge of the channel, where the

potential barriers in the source-drain direction are higher for small voltages.

Therefore, this donor is coupled to source and drain via non-tunnel capacitors (Csz

and Cp). Other donors are also present in the device channel, but their energies are

higher than the Fermi energy. In consequence, their effect can be basically

incorporated in these tunnel barriers. The two donor-QDs are commonly coupled to

the same gate.

Our purpose is to reproduce the hysteresis in the /54, - V6 characteristics by

using the circuit shown in Figure 4.lI (a). However, this hysteresis should only

involve the two states of each donor. i.e." one electron is transferred from a neutral

donor to an ioruzed donor. When the donors are considered as QDs with fixed gate

capacitances, single-electron transfer cannot be achieved unless other assistant

electrons are involved in the process as explain in our fixed two dot system. ln

previous reports of two-classical-dot circuits with constant gate capacitances [38],

182], hysteresis observed as a signature of single-electron memory operation

involves more than one elementary charge, although not explicitly described. For a

two-donor system, only one electron can be involved in the transfer process. This
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can only be explained if the gate capacitances of the two donors cross over at a

certain gate voltage. This crossover induces an energetic transfer of the electron

location in the two-donor system and it can only be realized by considering

voltage-dependent donor-gate capacitances, as we incorporate in our simulations.

Figure 4.LI (b) shows the gate capacitances for the two donors with fixed

depths as a function of Vc. The gate capacitance Cu of the deeper donor, DL, is

practically constant, while the gate capacitance C62 of the superficial donor, D2,

changes with Vc. The slope of this change reflects the donor depth below interface.

At small Vc, C62 cnnbe even smaller than Ccr due to the reduced area towards the

gate. A crossover between the gate capacitances of the two donors occurs at a

certain Vc. We suggest Ihat this capacitive crossover is crucial in determining the

energetic transfer of an electron between the two donors. For small V6's, when C62

1Ccr, it is energetically favorable for the electron to occupy donor DI. After the

crossover point, when Ccz

transfer to donor D2" This can explain the origin of the single-electron transfer.
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Fig,4. 12 Electron charging/discharging occurs on the crossover point, as marked by the dotted
line.

However, the transfers just happen on the crossover point, os shown in

Figure 4.I2.In this case, we cannot observe the hysteresis anymore. We observed,

however, that single-electron transfer occurs with a delay relative to the crossover

voltage, which gives rise to a hysteresis between single-electron trapping and

detrapping events. We monitored the dependence of the width of this hysteresis,

LVc, as a function of two factors: the trap donor's Cc * V6 slope and the inter-

donor resistance,Rplp2,which I will explain in the next section. When we infroduce

inter-tunnel resistance, we obtain the fine hysteresis shown in Figure 4.I3 (a).
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However, when we introduce a high inter-tunnel resistance and consider the trap

donor location relatively far away from the interface, we observed complete shift

hysteresis, as shown in Figure 4.13 (b).

-Up
- down (a) ２
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〕
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２
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（く
）
Ｂ

ヽ
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yc(V)

Fig。4.13(a)Electron charging/discharging occurs on

discharging occllr offthe peak。

0。 10 0.15 0.20
yc(V)

the pe鍬【(b)Electron charging and

This hysteresis is dependent on the measurement time. If the measurement

time is long, we cannot observe hysteresis as a signature of kinetic-delay effect. To

prove that, we simulated characteristics as a function of measurement time, as

shown in Figures 4. 14 (a), (b), and (c). Figure 4.I4 (a) shows the hysteresis for

short-time measurement. When we increase the measurement time (medium), the

hysteresis becomes smaller. When the measurement time is long, we could not see

any hysteresis. This is due to the fact that the transition period for electrons to

transfer is long, and as a result hysteresis does not appear because the electron

transfer event happen close to the crossover voltage.

' down
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Fig.4. 14 (a) I-V characteristics for short measurement time (b) I-V measurement for medium
measurement time (c) I-V measurement for long measurement time.
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4.4.5 Donor-interface and donor-donor coupling effect on electron

transfer

指rge R,1.D/SmOrf FCc2‐ り rarge FDI‐ 0/rarge FCc2‐ Vυ
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Fig.4. f 5 (a) Contour plot of the voltage shift LVc (difference between the voltages at which
trapping and detrapping occur) as a function of Ccz - Z6 slope and donor-donor tunnel resistance.

The schematic views at the four corners indicate donor position for the four white circle points.

(b)-(c) Simulated /sp - V6 characteristics (upward and downward Vc ramping) for two cases,

indicated in (a): point A t(b)] and point B [(c)].

We observed, however, that single-electron transfer occurs with a delay relative

to the crossover voltage, which gives rise to a hysteresis between single-electron

trapping and detrapping events. Wb monitored the dependence of the width of this
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hysteresis, LVG, as a function of two factors, as shown in Figure 4.15 (a).The

slope can be correlated with donor-interface distance, as explained above in Figure

4.I5. Inter-donor resistance can be correlated to the donor-donor distance, i.€.,

inter-donor barier width. Both these parameters significantly affect the hysteresis

width. Two opposite donor affangements are indicated by point A and point B. The

simulated 15p - Vc characteristics for these configurations are shown in Figure 4.15

(b) and 4.\5 (c). For Figure 4.15 (b), donors are close to each other (small Rot-nz)

and the trap donor is close to interface (large Ccz-Vc slope). In this case, electron

transfer occurs near the crossover V6, producing a fine hysteresis, similar to the

experimental observation in Figure 3.10 (a). For Figure 4.15 (c), which corresponds

to donors far from each other (large Rnt-nz) and the trap donor relatively far from

interface (small Ccz - Z6 slope), electron transfer is significantly delayed relative to

the crossover Vc. Thus, the current peak is totally shifted, similarly to the results

shown in Figure. 3.11. The experimental results can, thus, be ascribed to these two

different donor affangements. From preliminary simulations, we also found that

inter-donor capacitance can assist in further separating the current peaks. I used

inter-donor capacitance Cn:10 aF and obtained completely separated peaks, as

shown in Figure 4.L6, which can be useful for applications. However, we also

found complete peak separation in our experimental observation. More sfudy is

necessary to understand the inter-donor capacitance effect. Some studies are
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Fig.4. 16 (a) Simulated Isn-Vc characteristics for high inter-tunnel capacitance Cts: 10 aF (b)

Experimental observation of Iso-Vc characteristics shows complete peak separation.

4.4.6 Comparison between experimental and simulation results

From experimental results, we can obsenre the single-electron tunneling via one

donor as the first peak of the Iso - V6 characteristics. By continuously increasing

V6, drr electron can be shuttled to the trap donor and this change of the charge state

will affect, at its turn, the single-electron conduction current. Similarly, if V6 \s

successively decreased, the electron should be eventually released from the trap.

From the simulation results, we can see that for two-donor systems with variable

donor-gate capacitance, simulation can successfuly reproduce the experimental

results. In my simulation, the gate capacitance Cct of the deeper donor, Dl, is

practically constant, while the gate capacitance C62 of the superficial donoL D2,
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changes with V6. This gradual change of donor-gate capacitance Ccz causes a

single-electron transfer from donor D I to donor D2 . The experimental and

simulation results are shown for comparison in Figure 4.I7.
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X'ig.4. 17 Comparison between the experimental (a) and simulation (b) results, i.e., Isa-Vc
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simulation (d) result, i.e., IszrVc characteristic of charging effect off the peak.
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simulation results for two parallel donor-QDs with limited occupancy. We show

that single-electron transfer between two donors is only possible if the gate

capacitances of the two donors cross over. By considering the behavior of donors

near interfaces, we introduce a concept of voltage-dependent donor-gate

capacitance to limit the number of electrons in each donor to one, thus successfully

explaining single-electron transfer between two donors.

We also showed that the hysteresis is affected by the donor depth and donor-

donor distance. These results can be useful in designing novel applications utilizing

donor-donor interaction.
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Chapter 5
Single-electron churging in triple-donor systent

We already found that parallel double-donor system can produce hysteresis.

This hysteresis is due to energetic and kinetic effects. However, for memory

operation kinetic effect is a weak point from the viewpoint of long retention time.

That is why energetically stable elecfron trap is necessary.

For that purpose, I investigated single-electron charging behavior in triple-

donor system. Several other groups have recently reported preliminary

measurements on triple quantum dot device [83], [84], [85], [86], t871. I consider

symmetric and asymmetric parallel-coupled triple-QD systems in my model. Figure

5.1 the case of the shows symmetric triple-donor system.

5.1 51'mmetric triple-donor system

Fig.5。 l Equivalent circuit for parallel tiple‐ donor system。
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At first, I consider the symmetric system for simulation" I used equal gate

capacitances, Cet, Ccz and C63 are each 0.56 aF; funneling capacitances C"rr, Cn,

Cn, Cn, Cn,.Cn, Cn,C;a : 5 aF; tunneling resistances R71, Rrz, Rr:, Rro: I x 10e

Cl and Rruo Rrr, Rn, Rrs: 1 x lOla0o practically disconnecting the upper two dots

from source and drain. So, electon is not allowed to enter from source or drain to

dot 2 and dot 3. To understand details about electron movement in this 3 dot system,

we calculated system free energy as shown Figure 5.2.
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FIg.S. 2 (a-D Electron transfer mechanism for symmetric triple-dot systems. Upper figures show
Iso-Vc characteristics. Lower figures show the system free energy calculations corresponding to
the upper Iso-Vc characteristics.

For all the Figures 5.2 (a-f), upper ones show simulated Isp-V6 characteristics

for symmetric 3-dot circuit, as shown also in Figure 5.1, while lower figures show

system free energy with respect to gate voltage (AF-V6) lines. Therefore, based on

free energy calculations, we can understand the electron movement as follows.

Figure 5.2 (a) shows the free energy calculations for DID2D3:000 charge state.

At this stage, the favorable event is 0 > 1, as shown by the black inclined line,

which means that one electron comes from source to dot l. Now the charge state

becomes DID2D3:100.

Figure 5.2 (b) shows the free energy calculations for DLD2D3:100 charge

state. At this stage, the favorable event is I > 2, as shown by the light green

Vc(mV)

1>2/12>11>2

Vc(mV)
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horizontal line, which means that one electron comes from dot I to dot 2. Now, the

charge state becomes DID2D3:010.

Figure 5.2 (c) shows the free energy calculations for DID2D3:010 charge

state. Now, the favorable event is 0 > 1, which means that one electron will move

from source to dot 1. Now' the charge state becomes DID2D3:110.

Figure 5.2 (d) shows the free energy calculations for DID2D3:110 charge

state. Now, the event 2 > 3 is favorable for all the range of V6, as shown by the blue

horizontal line. One electron will move from dot 2 to dot 3. Now, the charge state

becomes DID2D3:101.

Figure 5.2 (e) shows the free energy calculations for DID2D3:101 charge

state. At this stage, event I > 4 is favorable. One electron will move from dot I to

drain. Now, the charge state becomes DID2D3:001.

We did not observe the voltage shift between upward and downward sweep.

The reason why we did not observe the voltage shift may attributed to the fact that

trapping and detrapping occur both at the same gate voltage. It means that the

trapped electron immediately escapes from the trap donor.

手 壼゙  `ts》
｀
意lllllC主 :→ iC tri:〕 lC“dOiloボ sPrsi´ C rll

ln case of s_etric tnple donor system,we did not obseⅣ e thc hysteresis.

Then,we considered asy―etnc tnple“donor systeln, as shown in Figure 5.3. I
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purposely avoid showing the arm tunnel junction for donor D2 and D3, as those are

disconnected from source and draino as mentioned earlier.

Fig.S. 3 Equivalent circuit of asynmetric triple-donor system.

To observe the hysteresis caused by multiple tunneling in three-dot system, I

considered the asymmetric system for simulation. I used gate capacitances C67 :

0.56 #, Cez : 0.2 aF and Ces : 1 aF; tunneling capacitances C7, Cn, Cn, Cr4,:

5 aF; tunneling resistances R2,Rrz, Rr, Rr+ : I x lOe O. To understand details

about electron movement in this asymmetric 3-dot system, wo calculated system

free energy, as shown Figure 5.4.
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FIg.S. 4 (a-g) Electron transfer mechanism for as5mmetric friple-dot systems. Upper figrre
show Iso-Vc characteristics. We observe hysteresis on the first peak betwee'n upward and

downward swee,p. Lower figures show the system free energy calculations corresponding to the

upper Isp-Vc characteristics.

From the above free energy calculation we can underctand the electron fransfer

mechanism for asynmetric triple-dot system. Based on the calculations, the

electron transfer occurs in the following way.

Figure 5.a (a) shows charge state DID2D3:000, and favorable event is 0 > 1.

Electron is transferred from source to dot 1.

Figrre 5.4 (b) shows charge state DID2D3:100, and favorable event is 1 > 2.

Elecfion is transferred from dot I to dot 2.

Figure 5.a (c) shows charge state DID2D3:010, and favorable event is 2 > 3.

Electron is transferred from dot2 to dot 3.

Vc Cmり
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Figure 5.4 (d) shows charge state DID2D3:001, and favorable event is 0 > 1.

Electron is transferred from source to dot 1.

Figure 5.a (e) shows charge state DID2D3:101, and favorable event is I > 2.

Electron is transferred from dot I to dot 2.

Figure 5.4 (0 shows charge state DLD2D3:011, and favorable event is 0 > 1.

Electron is transferred from source to dot 1, and the final charge state becomes

DID2D3:111.

In case of asymmetric 3-dot systems, we observe hysteresis appearing on the

first peak. This hysteresis is due to events 0 > 1 and I 2 2, both happening at the

same gate voltage Vc: 77 mY, i.e., one electron becomes trapped in dot 3. In the

same way, detrapping happens by events 3 > 2 and}> | at Vc: 67 mY- This

multiple tunneling causes the hysteresis on the first peak. However, we also check

the simulation results for negligible intermediate resistance to confirm energetic

hysteresis effect; we found that even for small intermediate resistances, i.e., R72,

Rrs _ 1 x 1060, hysteresis still appeared on the peak, which means that this

hysteresis is due to the energy of the system and not to a kinetic delay, which is a

promising feature for memory application. More work is required to fully clariff

this point and some analysis is under way.
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The experimental results presented in our manuscript, we believe, strongly

suggest that the single-electron trapping in the second donor occurs from the first

donor working as a steppingstone for conduction.

In this study, we focus only on the first conduction peak. This peak is

ascribed to single-electron tunneling via a single donor, having the lowest

electronic potential in the channel. In the data shown in Figure 3.9 (a), it can also

be seen that the second conduction peak is well separated in voltage (i.e., energy)

from the first peak. On this first peak, we observe an abrupt current jrmp, which

indicates trapping in another donor. The electron trapping in the second donor,

presented in this manuscript, happens only on the first current peak. It is thus

naturally considered that this trapping has a deterministic correlation with the first-

donor electron. This means that trapping does not occur if current does not flow

through the conduction donor, which sffongly suggests that trapping is due to

transfer from the conduction path. However, we cannot eliminate the possibility of

electron trapping via different paths, since the above consideration is not perfectly

evidenced.

The time-resolved measurements exhibit a two-level signal, suggesting a

two-level trap. This is in agreement with the characteristics of a donor (ionized or
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neutralized). Therefore, the trap is also one donor. Tlnts, one electron is switched

between two donors: the donor acting as steppingstone for conduction and the trap

donor.

Our simulations support the experimental findings. In simulations, we

incorporated voltage-dependent donor-gate capacitances to realistically describe the

donor-induced quantum dots.

Single-electron switching between two donors means that one electron

moves from a neutral donor (containing one electron) to an ionized donor (lacking

one electron), and that this transfer is reversible. The two-donor system has a

limited number of occupancies since each donor can only contain 0 or 1 electron.

We described this two-donor system by a two-dot circuit that contains the voltage-

dependent donor-gate capacitances. The reasons for this approach are given below.

In a two-dot circuit with fixed gate capacitances, it is theoretically clear that

single-electron switching cannot be realized without the assistance of at least one

more electron. For an infuitive explanation, let's assume that the gate capacitance

of dot | (Cci is larger than the gate capacitance of dot2 (Cd.In this situation, the

<10> charge configuration, i.e., one electron in dot I and no electron in dot 2, is

energetically favored, while the <01> configuration cannot be achieved. When a

second electron is added to dot 1, i.e., <20> configuration, this electron can be

transferred into dot2,leading to a charge configuration of <11>. This mechanism I
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already explained in section 4.2.2, which indicates the fact that assistant electrons

are involved in the single-electron energetic switching between two dots with fixed

gate capacitances. This cannot be the case of donor-induced dots, for which the

electron occupancy must be limited to one under nofinal temperafure conditions.

Previous studies also indicated that single-elecffon memory operation is

feasible: K. Yano et al. (IEEE Trans. Electron Devices, 4I, 1628, 1994) and A.

Fujiwara et al. (Appl. Phys. Lett., 67,2957, 1995). In these papers, a fixed-

parameter circuit was assumed to explain the single-electron trapping in one dot as

hysteresis in the current-voltage characteristics. However, although the number of

electron occupancy is not explicitly discussed in these papers, it is most probable

that it is similar to the model described above. More than one electron should be

involved in the trapping and detrapping of one electron in a memory dot.

In conclusion, due to the limited occupancy of a donor-induced dot, it is not

possible to explain donor-donor one-electron switching when the donors have fixed

gate capacitances. The only way is to consider variable donor-gate capacitances

that allow a crossover of the Cc's of the two donors. This crossover coffesponds to

an energy-driven one-electron switching between the two donors.

We also point out that the variable donor-gate capacitance model is also

justified in terms of device strucfure. In our devices, donors are very near interfaces

and the donor-dot expands at the interface with increasing electric field. This point
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is clearly described in this thesis.

To establish the grounds of single-donor memory concept, additional studies

are under way. For example, we found in case of variable donor-gate capacitance

that two-donor system can produce the hysteresis, but we need to incorporate high

tunnel resistance. This means that, for a two-donor system, electron transfer

occurred energetically, but to introduce hysteresis we need to consider high funnel

resistance, which is not effective for memory operation since the retention time is

expected to be significantly low.

Energetic electron-trapping is necessary to generate long retention time for

memory operation. That is why at present we focus on the three-dot system. Some

preliminary results that we have obsenred give us a hope that three-dopant systems

will be a good candidate for future memory technology. More work is under way.
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